I. Welcome Remarks
   Robert Golden

II. Panel Discussion:
    Improving Access to Healthcare in Rural Wisconsin

   - Wisconsin Area Health Education Centers (AHEC):
     Liz Bush
     Cultivating Pathways to Rural Health Careers

   - The Wisconsin Office of Rural Health (WORH)
     John Eich

   - Wisconsin Academy for Rural Medicine (WARM):
     Joe Holt
     Mission and Outcomes

   - The Wisconsin Idea in Action:
     Amy Kind
     Rural Health and the Wisconsin Partnership Program (WPP)

   - UW OB/GYN Rural Residency Track
     Ryan Spencer

III. Town Hall
    Jon Temte
    Open for Questions, Comments, and Discussion

IV. Adjournment

Upcoming SMPH Faculty and Staff Meeting Schedule
- Spring 2024: April 15
- Fall 2024: October 28